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ABSTRACT
High bit rates optical communication systems pose the challenge of their tolerance to linear and nonlinear fiber
impairments. Digital filters in coherent optical receivers can be used to mitigate the chromatic dispersion entirely in the
optical transmission system. In this paper, the least mean square adaptive filter has been developed for chromatic
equalization in a 112-Gbit/s polarization division multiplexed quadrature phase shift keying coherent optical
transmission system established on the VPIphotonics simulation platform. It is found that the chromatic dispersion
equalization shows a better performance when a smaller step size is used. However, the smaller step size in least mean
square filter will lead to a slower iterative operation to achieve the guaranteed convergence. In order to solve this
contradiction, an adaptive filter employing variable-step-size least mean square algorithm is proposed to compensate the
chromatic dispersion in the 112-Gbit/s coherent communication system. The variable-step-size least mean square filter
could make a compromise and optimization between the chromatic dispersion equalization performance and the
algorithm converging speed. Meanwhile, the required tap number and the converged tap weights distribution of the
variable-step-size least mean square filter for a certain fiber chromatic dispersion are analyzed and discussed in the
investigation of the filter feature.
Key Words: Coherent optical receivers, polarization division multiplexed quadrature phase shift keying (PDM-QPSK),
chromatic dispersion (CD), least mean square (LMS) adaptive filter, variable-step-size least mean square (VLMS)
adaptive filter

1. INTRODUCTION
Fiber impairments such as chromatic dispersion (CD) severely impact the performance of high speed optical fiber
transmission systems1,2. Although current systems use dispersion compensation fibers (DCFs) to compensate the
chromatic dispersion distortion, this increases the complexity and cost of the transmission systems. Digital coherent
receivers allow equalization for linear transmission impairments in the electrical domain 3,4, and have become the most
promising alternative approach to dispersion compensation fibers. While coherent detection was experimentally
demonstrated as early as 1979, its use in commercial systems has been hinded by the additional complexity, due to the
need to track the phase and polarization of the incoming signal 5. In a digital coherent receiver these functions are
implemented in the electrical domain leading to a dramatic reduction in complexity. Furthermore since coherent
*
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detection maps the entire optical field within the receiver bandwidth into the electrical domain it maximizes the efficacy
of the signal processing. This allows fiber impairments which have traditionally limited high bit rate systems to be
overcome adaptively6-15.
Coherent optical receivers using digital signal processing techniques can mitigate the fiber impairments in the optical
transmission system, including the chromatic dispersion equalization with digital filters. It is possible to completely
compensate chromatic dispersion with zero penalty in coherent detection receivers by means of electronic equalization
techniques13-15. Several digital filters have been applied to compensate the chromatic dispersion in the time domain and
the frequency domain14,15. In this paper, a least mean square (LMS) adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) filter has been
developed to compensate CD in a 112-Gbit/s polarization division multiplexed quadrature phase shift keying
(PDM-QPSK) coherent optical transmission system which is established on the VPI simulation platform16. The influence
of the step size parameter in the least mean square filter on CD compensation performance is emphatically investigated
and analyzed in the simulation results, and the influence of the step size on the convergence of the tap weights in the
adaptive filter is also discussed. It is found that the chromatic dispersion equalization shows a better performance when a
smaller step size is used. However, the smaller step size in least mean square filter will lead to a slower iterative
operation to achieve the guaranteed convergence. In order to solve this contradiction, an adaptive filter employing
variable-step-size least mean square (VLMS) algorithm is proposed to compensate the chromatic dispersion in the
112-Gbit/s PDM-QPSK coherent communication system. The VLMS adaptive filter could make a compromise and
optimization between the chromatic dispersion equalization performance and the algorithm converging speed. The
principle of the LMS algorithm and the VLMS algorithm are introduced and analyzed, and the structure of the adaptive
equalizer is also illustrated and investigated in the text. Meanwhile, the required tap number and the converged tap
weights distribution of the variable-step-size least mean square filter for a certain fiber chromatic dispersion are analyzed
and discussed in the investigation of the filter feature. The CD compensation performance of the VLMS digital filter is
characterized by evaluating the behavior of the bit-error-rate (BER) versus the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) in
the PDM-QPSK system compared with the LMS adaptive filter using VPI simulation platform16.

2. PRINCIPLE OF LMS ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM AND VLMS ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
The principle of the least mean square algorithm and the variable-step-size least mean square algorithm are introduced
and analyzed in this section. And the influence of the step size parameter on the value updating and convergence of the
taps weights are also explained and discussed in the following text.
2.1 Principle of least mean square adaptive algorithm
The least mean square algorithm is an iterative adaptive algorithm that can be used in the highly time varying signal
environment. The LMS algorithm uses the estimates of the gradient vector from the available data. The LMS algorithm
incorporates an iterative procedure that makes successive corrections to the weights vector in the direction of the
negative of the gradient vector which eventually leads to the minimum mean square error. The equalized output signal
and the weight vector of the LMS adaptive filter are given by17
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where xn  is the input signal, y n  is the equalized output signal, wn  is the weight vector, d n  is the desired
symbol, en  represents the estimation error between the output signal and the desired symbol, and  is a coefficient
called step size parameter and controls the convergence characteristics of the LMS algorithm. The weight vector wn 
is initiated with an arbitrary value w0 at n  0 , and the weight vector is updated in a symbol-by-symbol iterative
manner, and achieves convergence when en  approaches to zero.

In order to guarantee the convergence of the LMS equalizer transfer function hn  , the step size parameter 
needs to satisfy the condition of 0    1 max , where max is the largest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix

R  xnx h n . The convergence speed of the algorithm is inversely proportional to the eigenvalue spread of the

correlation matrix R . When the eigenvalues of R are spread, convergence may be slow. The eigenvalue spread of the
correlation matrix is estimated by computing the ratio of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix.
If the step size  is chosen to be very small, then algorithm converges very slowly. A large value of  may lead to a
faster convergence, but may be less stable around the minimum value.
2.2 Principle of variable-step-size least mean square adaptive algorithm
The LMS algorithm is robust and it needs the least computation power. However, the adjustment of step size in the LMS
algorithm affects both the convergence speed and the residual error level. If the step size of the LMS algorithm can be
adjusted in a proper way, the performance of the LMS algorithm can be enhanced. We would like to see a big step size at
the beginning of the convergence process to have the fastest convergence speed and a smaller step size after the
convergence to have the smallest residual error level. The variable-step-size LMS algorithm is introduced to improve the
performance of convergence speed and residual error level of the LMS algorithm. The step size in the variable-step-size
LMS algorithm increases or decreases as the mean square error increases or decreases, allows the adaptive filter to track
the changes in the system as well as produce a small steady state error. The equalized output signal and the weight vector
of the variable-step-size is expressed as
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where xn  is the input signal, y n  is the equalized output signal using variable-step-size LMS filter, wn  is the
weight vector, d n  is the desired symbol, en  represents the estimation error between the output signal and the

desired symbol, and  n  is the step size coefficient adjusting the convergence characteristics and the residual error of
the variable-step-size LMS algorithm, and is updated with the variation of the estimation error en  . The parameters 

and  are the coefficients controlling the step size to update with the estimation error en  , and the arrangement of the
parameters are 0    1 and   0 . The convergence speed of the variable-step-size can be adjusted by setting
different values for the energy attenuation factor  .
As can be seen from equation (6), the step size  n  is always positive and is controlled by the size of the prediction
error and the parameters  and  . A typical value of  that was found to work well in simulations is   0.97 , and

the parameter  is usually selected as   4.8  104 . Intuitively speaking, a large prediction error increases the step
size to provide faster tracking. If the prediction error decreases, the step size will be decreased to reduce the estimation
misadjustment18. Advantages of using this variable-step-size LMS algorithm are improved performance at a cost of only
four more multiplications or divisions in each iteration as compared with the conventional LMS algorithm.
2.3 Structure of LMS and variable-step-size LMS adaptive equalizers
The schematic of the linear adaptive least mean square filter and variable-step-size least mean square filter with N
weights could both be described as the equalizer structure shown in Fig. 1, where T is the symbol period, and
coefficients Wi are the tap weights in the LMS (or variable-step-size LMS) equalizer. The linear adaptive LMS (or
variable-step-size LMS) equalizer consists of a tapped delay line that stores data samples from the input signal. Once per
symbol period, the adaptive equalizer outputs a weighted sum of the values in the delay line and updates the tap weights
to prepare for the next symbol period. The tap weights value are updated according to the step size coefficient and the
estimation error between the output signal and the desired signal.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of LMS and variable-step-size LMS adaptive filters

3. SIMULATION INVESTIGATION OF PDM-QPSK TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The installation of the 112-Gbit/s PDM-QPSK coherent optical transmission system established in the VPI simulation
platform is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of 112-Gbit/s PDM-QPSK coherent optical transmission system

The electrical data from four 28-Gbit/s pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) generators are modulated into two
orthogonally polarized QPSK optical signals by two Mach-Zehnder modulators, which are then integrated into one fiber
transmission channel by a polarization beam combiner to form the 112-Gbit/s PDM-QPSK optical signal. Using an
optical local oscillator (LO) in the coherent receiver, the received optical signals are mixed with the LO laser to be
transformed into four electrical signals by the photodiodes and then digitalized by the analog-to-digital convertors
(ADCs) at double sampling rates. Thus the impairments of chromatic dispersion in the transmission channel could be
equalized with diverse digital filters.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS OF CHROMATIC DISPERSION COMPENSATION
To illustrate the features of the variable-step-size LMS filter, the compensation of CD from a standard single mode fiber
with dispersion coefficient D  16 ps nm  km are investigated and analyzed by comparing with the LMS adaptive
filter. The tap weights are updated iteratively in both LMS adaptive equalizer and variable-step-size equalizer, here we
mainly concentrate on the converged tap weights in the two filters. The converged tap weights of the LMS adaptive filter
with 37 taps and 0.1 step size for compensating 60 km fiber dispersion are illustrated in Fig.3. We could see that in the
LMS adaptive filter, the central tap weights take more dominant roles in the chromatic dispersion equalization in all the
tap weights magnitudes, real parts and imaginary parts diagrams. For a fixed fiber dispersion, the tap weights in LMS
adaptive filter approach to zero, when the corresponding taps order exceeds a certain value, and this value indicates the
least required taps number for compensating the chromatic dispersion effectively. This also illustrates the optimization
characteristic of the least mean square adaptive algorithm. It could be seen from Fig.3 that the required taps number in
the LMS equalizer for equalizing 60 km fiber dispersion is 23 taps.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Tap weights of LMS adaptive filter (Tap orders are centralized), (a) Magnitudes of tap weights in LMS filter, (b) Real parts of
tap weights in LMS filter, (c) Imaginary parts of tap weights in LMS filter

The performance of chromatic dispersion compensation employing the LMS adaptive filter with step size value   0.1
using 9 taps for 20 km fiber dispersion and 2305 taps for 6000 km fiber dispersion are shown in Fig. 4. We could see
from the figure that the two CD equalization results have little penalty compared with the back-to-back measurement
when the fiber loss is neglected in the simulation work.
The simulation results of chromatic dispersion compensation employing LMS adaptive filter with different step size
values using 401 taps for 1500 km fiber dispersion are shown in Fig. 5. It could be seen from Fig. 5 that the CD
compensation results have a better performance with the step size decreasing, while a smaller step size will lead to the
slower converging speed. Also we could see that the BER performance behave very closely with each other, when the

step size value is below   0.1 , and the BER behavior become worse when the step size increases above   0.1 .
Therefore, the step size in the LMS adaptive equalizer is usually selected as   0.1 to obtain the optimization.

Fig. 4. Chromatic dispersion compensation using LMS filter with 0.1 step size (neglecting fiber loss)

Fig. 5. Chromatic dispersion compensation using LMS filter with different step sizes (neglecting fiber loss)

The converged tap weights of the variable-step-size LMS adaptive filter for 60 km fiber dispersion with 37 taps and step
size varying from 0.06 to 0.6 are illustrated in Fig.6.

(a)
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Fig. 6. Tap weights of variable-step-size LMS adaptive filter (Tap orders are centralized), (a) Magnitudes of tap weights in VLMS
filter, (b) Real parts of tap weights in VLMS filter, (c) Imaginary parts of tap weights in VLMS filter

We could see that in the variable-step-size LMS adaptive filter, the central tap weights also take more dominant roles in

the CD equalization in all the tap weights diagrams. It could also be found that the converged tap weights in the
variable-step-size LMS filter vary consistently with the LMS adaptive filter tap weights, whereas the tap weights
magnitudes in the variable-step-size LMS equalizer are larger than the tap weights magnitudes in the LMS equalizer.
In order to optimize the convergence speed and the compensation effect, the variable-step-size LMS algorithm is
introduced and employed in the adaptive filter. The performance of the CD compensation for 60 km fiber dispersion
using the variable-step-size LMS equalizer compared with LMS equalizer are illustrated in Fig. 7. The VLMS adaptive
equalizer could achieve the same CD compensation performance with the LMS adaptive equalizer, meanwhile, the
VLMS filter using the step size varying from 0.06 to 0.6 that accelerates the algorithm converging speed.

Fig. 7. CD compensation using LMS and variable-step-size LMS adaptive filters (neglecting fiber loss)

5. CONCLUSIONS
The variable-step-size least mean square equalizer is developed to compensate the chromatic dispersion in the 112-Gbit/s
PDM-QPSK coherent optical transmission system. The variable-step-size LMS adaptive filter could make a compromise
between the algorithm converging speed and the CD compensation performance compared with the traditional LMS
adaptive filter. The tap weights in the LMS filter and the VLMS filter are analyzed, and the chromatic dispersion
compensation effects using the two adaptive filters are compared by evaluating the BER versus OSNR behavior in the
VPI simulation platform.
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